
Journey The World:

This Spring, The Peninsula Hong Kong offers the best ticket for a short vacation taking guests on a glamorous experiential journey, with all the elegance,  
sophistication and personlised service that the ‘Grande Dame of The Far East’ has to offer.

One of the best things about a short break is discovery.  The Peninsula Hong Kong's exciting array of  ‘New Encounters’ is specially curated into five different categories -  
Heritage;  Art & Culture;  Atelier; Culinary; and Adrenaline, expertly designed to cater to all interests and tastes for guests to enrich and enhance their stay.

HERITAGE ENCOUNTERS:
Rewind Time and Rediscover Bygone Days 

Aviation
Participants can step back in time to the Golden Age of aviation and then 
fast forward to the present through The Peninsula Hong Kong’s famed China 
Clipper lounge, followed by a visit to the hotel’s helipad.
• Duration: 30 minutes
• Maximum Capacity: 6 pax
• Age Requirement: 6 years old or above, all children under 12 years old must be 

accompanied by an adult

The Grande Dame 
History lovers will delight in a tour of what is affectionately known as ‘The 
Grande Dame’, which first opened its doors in 1928. A highlight of this journey 
is a sneak peek into the hotel’s prized Archive Room, home to many treasures 
of  The Peninsula’s storied existence.
• Duration: 60 minutes
• Maximum Capacity: 4 pax
• Age Requirement: all children under 12 years old must be accompanied by an adult 

Motoring 
Guests will be transported through a personalised and up-close viewing of  
The Peninsula Hong Kong’s vintage 1934 Rolls-Royce Phantom II Sedanca de 
Ville, one of only a handful in the world and exquisitely restored to its former 
glory.
• Duration: 30 minutes
• Maximum Capacity: 6 pax
• Age Requirement: 5 years old or above, all children under 12 years old must be 

accompanied by an adult

ART & CULTURE ENCOUNTERS:
A World of Creativity with The Experts

The Inner Artist 
Budding ar tists can unleash their hidden Picasso through a painting class 
conducted by Anastassia’s Art House, Hong Kong’s only Russian art academy, 
whose teaching approach is one-of-a-kind in Hong Kong - a perfect way to 
relax and contemplate during your stay.
• Duration: 1-2 hours
• Maximum Capacity: 10 pax
• Age Requirement: 3 years old or above

Venture Into The Dark Room
Guests can embark on an artistic visual journey back to Hong Kong in the 
1950s and 60s while learning about the ar t of silver gelatin photography 
printing through a special guided viewing of f22 Peninsula’s newest exhibition, 
‘Waiting for the Moment’ by James Chung, who captured the nostalgic allure of 
the city with an interplay of light and shadow. 
• Duration: 30 minutes
• Maximum Capacity: 4 pax
• Age Requirement: 6 years old or above, all children under 12 years old must be 

accompanied by an adult

Love of Local Arts
Hong Kong is a city long known for its cultural arts and crafts. The Peninsula 
has carefully sought out a number of artisans who endeavour to keep their 
respective craft alive and invite guests on a hands-on journey to discover them.
• Duration: 2 hours
• Maximum Capacity: 4 pax
• Age Requirement: all children under 12 years old must be accompanied by an adult

Botanical
Allow us to take you on an excursion to one of Hong Kong’s lesser known 
jewels, the Kadoorie Farm & Botanic Garden, where wildlife rescue facilities 
complement extensively landscaped gardens, cobbled paths, pavilions, bridges 
and scenic picnic spots.
• Duration: 3 hours
• Maximum Capacity: 6 pax
• Age Requirement: all children under 12 years old must be accompanied by an adult

Retro Portrait Studio
Capture the moment with a keepsake por trait by an exper t Leica 
photographer in a nostalgic studio setting at The Peninsula in a nod to Hong 
Kong’s history and heritage.
• Duration: 30 minutes
• Maximum Capacity: 9 pax
• Age Requirement: all children under 12 years old must be accompanied by an adult

Cinematic
Guests can sit back, relax, and escape into another world through the big 
screen with a specially curated selection of movies, shown in an unexpected 
and playful setting.
• Duration: 2 hours 30 minutes
• Maximum Capacity: 8 pax
• Age Requirement: all children under 12 years old must be accompanied by an adult
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ATELIER ENCOUNTERS:
Delve Deep Into The Universe of Luxury Craftmanship

Louis Vuitton Savoir-Faire
Guests can discover the exceptional savoir-faire of Louis Vuitton through a 
private workshop that teaches the art of edge dyeing on leather, followed by 
hot stamping onto a leather bookmark using a template exclusive to the Louis 
Vuitton boutique at The Peninsula.
• Duration: 60 minutes
• Maximum Capacity: 4 pax
• Age Requirement: all children under 12 years old must be accompanied by an adult

The Art of Fragrance Creation
To coincide with The Peninsula Hong Kong's introduction of an environmentally 
friendly custom-fragrances, guest room amenity line created by the talented 
fragrance curator Angel Cheung, guests will learn the basics of creating a 
bespoke perfume based on their individual personality.
• Duration: 60 minutes
• Maximum Capacity: 6 pax
• Age Requirement: 15 years old or above
• Health Condition: guests, who are pregnant, with respiratory illness and alcohol allergy, 

are not recommended to join the class

BVLGARI Gemstones Wonderland 
Join BVLGARI for a discovery journey of ‘Gemstones Wonderland’ and create 
a personalised leather charm in your favourite gemstone colour.
• Duration: 60 minutes
• Maximum Capacity: 2 pax
• Age Requirement: 18 years old or above

Vacheron Constantin Watchmaking Masterclass
Watch lovers and collectors alike will discover Vacheron Constantin’s fine 
watchmaking legacy of 266 years with their Master Watchmaker and learn the 
artistry and mastery behind assembling the Maison’s 4400 calibre movement 
and have the opportunity to try on the Maison’s latest timepieces.
• Duration: 3 hours
• For suite gusts only
• Maximum Capacity: 2 pax
• Age Requirement: 18 years old or above

CULINARY ENCOUNTERS: 
Tantalise Your Tastebuds 

Dim Sum
Guests will learn to make some of Michelin Star Spring Moon’s most popular 
dim sum dishes whilst appreciating Hong Kong’s gastronomic cultural heritage. 
With the guidance of an expert chef from The Peninsula’s Chinese culinary 
team, students will leave with the ability to impress their guests at home with 
their own dim sum making. 
• Duration: 60 minutes
• Maximum Capacity: 4 pax
• Age Requirement: 4 years old or above, all children under 12 years old must be 

accompanied by an adult

Chocolate 
With chocolate playing an important part of  The Peninsula’s long history, this 
tempting class gives guests an insight into the art of chocolate decorating with 
the hotel’s acclaimed pastry team, following the journey as the hotel’s sweet 
sensations evolved over the years to reach the highest levels of perfection.
• Duration: 60 minutes
• Maximum Capacity: 4 pax
• Age Requirement: 4 years old or above, all children under 12 years old must be 

accompanied by an adult

Champagne
Participants in this appreciation course will join master sommeliers and experts 
to learn the intricacies and tasting notes of various champagne styles and how 
best to pair them with different types of cuisine.
• Duration: 60 minutes
• Maximum Capacity: 8 pax
• Age Requirement: 18 years old or above

Wine & Cheese
Fine wines and cheese are the perfect pairing in the world of gourmet. The 
sommelier at The Peninsula will take guests on a tasting journey as they learn 
the secret behind matching different appellations of wine with the most 
suitable cheeses for the ultimate enjoyment.
• Duration: 60 minutes
• Maximum Capacity: 4 pax
• Age Requirement: 18 years old or above

ADRENALINE ENCOUNTERS: 
Adventures in The Fast Lane

Flight 
At a time when international travel remains a distant dream, guests can take 
to the skies virtually with our flight simulation experience as they learn from a 
local airline captain the basic components of flying, coupled with an overview 
of the instruments on a flight deck, leading to the big finale with a 15-minute 
hands-on experience in a flight simulator. 
• Duration: 1 hours 20 minutes
• Maximum Capacity: 4 pax
• Age Requirement: 6 years or above, all children under 12 years old must be 

accompained by adult

Athletic  
Step out of your comfort zone and experience a rush of Olympic sports with 
indoor simulators and interactive technology offering skiing, rowing, horse 
racing, cycling and boxing, promising endless adventure for the adrenaline 
seeking athlete.
• Duration: 60 minutes
• Height Restriction: 130 cm or above
• Age Requirement: all children under 12 years old must be accompanied by a guest 

who is 15 years old or above
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OVO Floral Fantasies
With Spring in the air and nature in full bloom, it’s the perfect time to learn 
how to create artful floral arrangements for your home, as Mr Thomas Ma, one 
of the expert tutelages of design and founder of Hong Kong-based lifestyle 
brand OVO, will guide you through the steps of assembling an inspiring artistic 
centrepiece using fresh cut flowers.
• Duration: 60 minutes
• Maximum Capacity: 10 pax
• Age Requirement: 12 years old or above

BeCandle Experience 
Create your own tranquil sanctuary as local Sai Kung expert BeCandle guides 
you through the tradition of creating your very own aromatic scented candle.
• Duration: 1 hour 30 minutes
• Maximum Capacity: 5 pax
• Age Requirement: 7 years old or above, all children under 12 years old must be 

accompanied by an adult

The Art of Mahjong
One of Hong Kong’s most popular pastimes is elevated to a new level with an 
engraving workshop demonstrating the traditional skill of Mahjong tilemaking.
• Duration: 2 hours
• Maximum Capacity: 4 pax
• Age Requirement: 6 years old or above, all children under 12 years old must be 

accompanied by an adult

VOYA Massage Immersion
Unlock the mystique of a VOYA massage, inspired by the ocean, a revitalising 
wellness uplift to share with mum. 
• Duration: 60 minutes
• Maximum Capacity: 10 pax
• Age Requirement: 6 years old or above, all children under 12 years old must be 

accompanied by an adult

Love of Local Arts: Bamboo Vase
Experienced tutors from the Hong Kong Arts Centre will teach guests how to 
create their own vase using with bamboo strips in this therapeutic workshop.
• Duration: 60 minutes
• Maximum Capacity: 20 pax
• Age Requirement: 16 years old or above

Love of Local Arts: Floral Creation
Tap into your creative energy through nature and craft as local experts guide 
guests on a self-exploration odyssey as they learn the basics of paper cutting 
to create a 3D floral piece or play with silk flowers and design your own floral 
crown.
• Duration: 2 hours
• Maximum Capacity: 20 pax
• Age Requirement for Silk Floral Crown Workshop: 6 years old or above, all children 

under 12 years old must be accompanied by an adult
• Age Requirement for 3D Floral Piece Workshop: 16 years old or above

Sweet Sensations 
The Peninsula Hong Kong invites mum and family to don an apron and channel 
their inner artist with a sweet culinary experience where guests will be able 
to work alongside the hotel’s esteemed pastry team to learn the art of cookie 
decoration.
• Duration: 60 minutes
• Maximum Capacity: 10 pax
• Age Requirement: 3 years old or above, all children under 12 years old must be 

accompanied by an adult

Celebrate Mother’s Day with Pen Bear
As an extra special treat, the jovial Pen Bear will welcome guests for fun 
Mother’s Day photo opportunities to every mum. 
• Duration: 30 minutes

MOTHER’S DAY ENCOUNTERS: 
A Glamorous Journey to Share with Mum
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